


Sublimity on the current 
tastes regardless of 
trends. LS ZERO follows  
the design constants  
of the classic LS 990.

TIMELESS



With LS ZERO the design 
achieved a new architectural 
quality. The flush installation 
creates a smooth transition  
between the wall and switch. 

REDUCED



CONSISTENT
Interior concepts obtain 
a stringent design state-
ment. Realisable in the 
colours of Le Corbusier 
and in white.



BRICKWORK In this type of installation, the plaster frame forms a firmly bonded connection with the plaster. 
The use of the supplied plaster cover enables clean and neat plastering. The installation is 
carried out in conventional flush-type boxes which are flush with the brickwork. 
 
The individual assembly steps are explained in the trailer for drywall and brickwork.

DRYWALL A prerequisite for this type of installation is the double panelling of the drywall. A conven-
tional cavity wall box is used; the LS ZERO recessed adapter has the same profile height 
as a plasterboard (12.5 mm) and also enables a firmly bonded connection with the surface.

Installed in furniture, brickwork or drywalls: LS ZERO creates a 
level plane in any type of installation between the surface and 
the operating element.

FURNITURE 
INSTALLATION

With LS ZERO, the electrical installation is now part of the creative element of furniture design: 
thanks to the fully flush-mounted installation, the furniture and switches are interlinked in an 
almost seamless transition. Using the drawing data provided by JUNG, the furniture maker can 
work to the nearest millimetre. After milling the cut-out, conventional cavity wall boxes are placed 
in position for the flush-mounted installation of the required insert, LS ZERO frame and cover. 
 
The individual assembly steps are explained in the trailer  
for furniture installation.

The installation



LS ZERO is available in white and in the colours of Le Corbusier.

The variety 
More than 200 functions to control lighting, temperature, 
blinds or multimedia, door communication up to eNet, KNX 
and country-specific solutions.

The System
Covers of  
the LS range

LS ZERO 
frames

0 mmBrickwork and drywall 

Plaster frame for  
flush-mounting installation

Plaster frame with 3 mm  
profile height to overlap the 
edge of the wallpaper

Brickwork and drywall 3 mm
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